Abstract. This paper presents an overview of an integrated graphic environment called P-GEN (D to develop applications based on attribute grammars. The system has a modular structure to enable integration of different modules for all phases of the processing of an attribute grammar specification. This environment contains routines for transforming attribute grammar specifications written in different formalisms to an internal representation. The system assists the interpretation of the most important evaluation strategies. The graphic representation of the parse trees and attributed dependency graphs is also supported.
I Introduction
Attribute grammars [Knu68] are probably the most adequate of the tools available for the specification and automated implementation of compilers, interpreters and translators. However only a few commercial applications are based on attribute grammars the main reason for which probably being the lack of a true user-friendly integrated environment. In the following we present some requirements for such a system.
Perhaps the most difficult problem is the absence of a standard formalism for the attribute grammar specification. Hence such an environment has to contain modules to convert specifications written in different metalanguages. In addition it is convenient for the user if he can make the attribute grammar specification interactively as well.
The system needs a well defined interface that enables the incorporation of different kinds of parser modules. In many applications it is useful if that the user can direct the tree-construction corresponding to the (already) known set of production rules (e.g. Syntax Directed Editors). Ambiguous attribute grammars are applied in numerous fields of artificial intelligence (e.g. syntactic pattern recognition, natural language processing). For these grammars it is useful if the computed attribute values can be used during the parsing. Incremental methods for parser generation are also included thus providing the possibility of interactive grammar specification. Of course the system must contain parser generator modules for the most important parsing methods (LL(1), LALR ( 1 )). The graphical representation of the parsing process helps the user in the development of a grammar.
The system has to contain interfaces to build different attribute evaluators, but the real help for a user is if an interpreter for the attribute evaluation is involved in the system. In such a case the evaluation process takes place before the user's eyes. The evaluation process can be executed step by step, may be interrupted at any time during which the computed values of the attributes can be requested from the system. After this the processing can continue to the next step. The graphic display of the attributed dependency graph is very useful (e.g. the syntax-tree and the attributes of this tree can be viewed).
A system developed by taking into consideration the previous points has the advantage that beginners can define usable attribute grammars in a short time while experts can use it for debugging and design. Such a system could be a link between different attribute grammar systems.
The system called P-GEN that has these properties is currently under development and we now give an overview of this project. The system has a modular structure like EL1 [GHL92] to integrate different modules for all the phases of processing an attribute grammar specification. Similar to the TALE [JKP91] system a graphic presentation is given to assist the user in the development. A unique feature of our system is that it gives a common platform from which different attribute grammar formalisms are converted to a standard one. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a short overview of attribute grammar specification possibilities in the system. In Section 3 we discuss the parsing problem. In Section 4 the concept of the attribute evaluation is presented. In Section 5 we demonstrate the user interface and utilities of the system. Finally in Section 6 we present our conclusions. We assume that the reader is familiar with attribute grammars.
Attribute Grammar Specification
There are not many developers who use attribute grammars to produce applications, in spite of the fact that numerous attribute grammar systems have been constructed during the past few years [DJL88] . In addition there is no indication that one of the attribute grammar metalanguage will become the standard. This is -in our opinion -the main obstacle to the spreading of attribute grammar systems i.e. there are not enough human and financial resource to develop a suitable environment. There are no standard libraries for particular tasks and because of the different formalisms sometimes even the understanding of the specifications is hard. This paper describes the effort of building a general purpose system based on attribute grammar that have the properties listed in the previous section. First we developed an internal representation of the I/O data structures of the lexical, syntactic and attribute evaluation modules. These data structures can be enriched when necessary.
The input to the system is a simple text file which can be edited by any conventional text editor. Naturally the user has the choice of using the attribute evaluator interpreter (see Section 4), he may if he wishes start the whole generating process from a batch.
In the import menu-item of the system different kinds of attribute grammar specifications can be read and converted to the internal data structures. In the export menuitem the internal representation of an attribute grammar can be transformed to different attribute grammar formalisms. At present the system contains routines to import from and export to PROF-LP [GHK89].
An additional feature of our system is that the attribute grammar specification can be written interactively. In this case the system checks the consistency of the specification during editing. The function of the interactive part of our system is similar to that used by the interactive PROF-LP as presented in [GHK89].
Building The Syntax-tree
The best founded part of compiler theory is the syntactic parsing (e.g. algorithms to generate effective LL(1) and LALR(1) parsers are presented in [ASU86]).
Our system offers the opportunity to use a separate parser. The user can use his "own" parser, but this parser is expected to output a sequence of productions as the syntax-tree used to derive the actual input. Our system provides built-in LL(1) and LALR(1 ) parser generators.
In certain fields of attribute grammar applications the underlying CF grammar itself is ambiguous (e.g. natural language interfaces, syntactic pattern recognition). To deal with these grammars a backtrack parser generator has been developed in our system [GYT86] . The generated parsers use the LL(1) tables so a lot of redundant backtracks can be eliminated. A further characteristic of the generated parsers is that the parsing can be influenced by the evaluated attributes. Calling the start symbol of an ambiguous grammar repeatedly allows all possible derivations of the grammar to be constructed for a given input. Another option available when building a derivation-tree is that the user can control the tree creation himself. The derivation-tree appears on the screen and the tree building can be directed by cursor movements (cricking, dragging) -see Figure 1 . -thus the tree evolves templatewise. (A template is a labelled and attributed inner node of the derivation-tree.) We plan to integrate a complete syntax directed editor generator into the system. The interactive specification of attribute grammars requires the incremental generation of parsers especially large grammars. There are methods for generating LL(1) and LALR (1) 
The Attribute Evaluation
Our main goal was the interpretation of different attribute evaluators. The evaluation can be performed step by step or continuously, the values of the attribute instances can be printed out in response to a user request.
The result of the parser module is a derivation-tree which is read by the interpreter which in turn builds its own internal attributed tree. Each node contains space to store attribute values occurring in the regarded production rule. The central part of this module is a routine that can compute an arbitrary attribute instance (presuming that all other needed attributes have already been computed). The routine looks for the semantic function that sets the value of the corresponding attribute, then pushes the parameters, i.e. the known attributes, onto the stack then finally interprets the function call and stores the computed attribute value. Hence all of the semantic equations are expected to be a function. In order to make perfect calls, functions have to be declared in the attribute grammar specification. Declaration means the declaration of function names, the parameter types and order, and the type of the return value.
By using this basic routine it is not too difficult to implement different attribute evaluation strategies (e.g. in the ease of the visit-sequence oriented evaluators [KasS0] this routine is caUed by the actual attribute instances). Since the evaluated trees can be modified directly the integration of the incremental attribute evaluator modules will be useful [Alb90] .
To give as much freedom as possible we have developed a dynamic evaluator. The system computes the set of those attributes which can be computed in the next step, then the user chooses the next attribute to be computed and instructs the interpreter to do a step and so on and so on ....
The system can display the attributed dependency graph of a node (see Figure 2) . The global flow of the evaluation process can be followed by viewing the previouslymentioned syntax-tree display and the local flow can be followed by viewing the dependency graph.
User Interface and Utilities
P-GEN is written in C++ (2) and requires the MS Windows 3.xx(3) graphical environment. Our system is devoted to becoming a standard specification tool for attribute grammars and to be an integrated tool for running, testing and debugging the generated parsers and evaluators.
•J Polyp for Windows -cxampla2 example2 Reading outer attribute grammar specification into the system is supported by conversion routines.
The attribute grammar specification can be typed interactively by means of structured dialog boxes after which the system checks the typed production rule to determine wether it is consistent with the previously typed rules. The attributed trees constructed by an attribute grammar can be stored in the system. If an attribute grammar is modified the system checks the consistency of the constructed trees. The system can generate the valid trees for a grammar. The nodes of the trees can be selected by different ways (e.g. by name, by rule-name, by attribute-name).
There are several possibilities for the interpretation of the attribute evaluations. The user can request evaluation concerning to a standalone attribute instance, to a group of attributes and to a total subtree. The process is shown on the graphic representation of the syntax-tree or on the dependency graphs. The computed attribute values can be displayed on the screen (see Figure 3) . The initial values can be set manually or the computed values can be changed.
Summary
P-GEN is a unified graphic environment to develop attribute grammar specifications. The different specification methods can be linked together. So far the PROF-LP import/export routines are implemented. Thus the system can be tested by the attribute grammar applications written in PROF-LP dialect.
Our system can be used for different applications -it can be considered as a userfriendly integrated development system; The most convenient specification methods can be used as well as parser generator and evaluator modules; The debugging facilities make the process of development faster by an unestimatable amount; The system has applications in teaching where it may be used to demonstrate the working of parsers and attribute evaluators; And last but not least we refer to a project of our research group that deals with the learning of attribute grammars in a pattern recognition environment where an interactive system provides great help in evaluating the different learning strategies.
